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Almighty and ever-living God,
as we gather here this afternoon in anticipation
of the opening of the Irving Convention Center,
we ask for Your blessing on this building.
We thank You for all the talents, the gifts,
and the hard work
of all who have made this day possible.
We know that with Your guidance,
the events and meetings that take place
here in the future
will be successful and fruitful.
May this be a joyful place for
educational, celebratory and entertaining events.
Bless all those who have been instrumental
in making this happen:
our community leaders,
both appointed and elected;
all the volunteers and staff members;
all who have been involved
in its design and construction.
Were it not for the patient and persistent faith
of all of them,
this day would not have come about.
Enable all of us to have open hearts and minds
for the many new and exciting opportunities
that this new public space will provide.
Bless all those who will enter these doors
in the years to come
to take part in all the events that will happen here.
Bless all of us who are present here this evening.
We ask this in the name
of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
Amen.

PARKING
Walter P. Moore & Associates
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Irving Convention Center at Las Colinas Dedication
January 25, 2011

“We are not building to meet an existing market,
we are creating a new market,
establishing new standards,
and we should keep this frame of mind...”
Ben H. Carpenter, June 1, 1974

The vision for the Irving Convention Center at Las Colinas began in 1999, when the Board of Directors of the
Irving Convention & Visitors Bureau initiated its first feasibilty study for the idea, with the support of the Mayor,
City Council and City leadership. A dedicated 2% of the hotel occupancy tax was implemented to fund the
project. Late in 2001, a 40-acre site in the Las Colinas Urban Center was purchased. Unprecedented economic
and world conditions forced the project’s halt in 2003, however, which while difficult at the time, ultimately
allowed for a much larger vision to develop when it was time to revisit the project.
By late 2005, the economy had recovered and a “new normal” for world conditions, particularly those
impacting the travel industry, was in place. The Bureau and its Board literally wiped the slate clean on the
original project, and started again from scratch.
In mid-2006, the Irving City Council endorsed the ICVB Board’s recommendations for a different approach to a
convention center, and to simultaneously pursue opportunities for entertainment and retail development. In
November 2007, Irving voters overwhelmingly approved a referendum that would provide funding to develop
an entertainment district as part of the convention center complex.
A project team of architects, construction professionals and project management experts were assembled to
begin Phase One, the Irving Convention Center at Las Colinas, which made its public debut on January 27, 2011.
This booklet is meant to serve as a “touring guide” for the facility, and to share a little about the architectural
vision for the Irving Convention Center, a vision that we believe lives up to the standards established by Ben
Carpenter when he began the urban development we know today as Las Colinas from his family’s rolling
ranchlands. We hope this guide will help on your tour through the building, and that you’ll share our sense of
pride in this remarkable structure. Truly distinctive, the Irving Convention Center at Las Colinas exemplifies a
new niche in a landscape that is all-too-often simply institutional. We believe it also exemplifies the vision for
the City of Irving, to be the model for safe and beautiful neighborhoods, a vibrant economy, and recreational,
cultural and educational opportunities.
Irving Convention & Visitors Bureau

ARCHITECTURAL PERSPECTIVE
When Hillier Architecture was first hired, at the time a small boutique firm based in Princeton, New Jersey,
Barbara Hillier immediately responded to the Las Colinas standards and landscape, and the CVB’s challenge
to literally think outside of the institutional “box with docks” approach that defines most convention center
architecture. (In 2010, Hillier was purchased by RMJM. While the firm name formally changed, part of the
buyout included retaining the rights to keep the Hillier name with the Irving Convention Center project.)
From an architectural standpoint, the unusual design of the building makes a great impact in defining the identity
of Irving as distinct from its neighboring cities. At almost 140 feet at its tallest point, the sheer height of the
building makes it immediately distinguishable. (Even though the building has four levels, it’s actually the height
of a 14-story building.) Its stacked volumes are visible and identifiable from the surrounding freeways, DART’s
Orange Line, and even from the tarmac at the not-too-distant DFW International Airport.
Charged with creating an innovative space that experientially and visually engages, the architectural team
delivered a one-of-a-kind work of art. Their design process focused on creating a continuous landscape between
work and play in a design that achieved an iconic scale, while still being responsive to the individual touch. The
end result is a unifying center to and around which visitors, local businesses and residents can gravitate.

The design and selection of the exterior materials proved to be one of the most significant challenges. Copper
was found to be the best material for meeting the program criteria, as well as standards for durability, ease
of maintenance, cost-efficiency and proximity of fabrication, not to mention its aesthetic appeal. Inspired by
M.C. Escher’s “Sky and Water,” the concept for the perforated copper offers a smooth transition between two
geometries, yielding a graduated transparency across the building’s façade. The resulting planar “movement”
compliments the larger gestures of sculptural form.

In “architect speak:”
“It stands as a defining figurehead among a sea of gently rolling hills and plains; strategic positioning of the
building at the northernmost portion of the half-mile long site allows the structure to benefit from the horizontal
stretch of the landscape, dramatizing the upsweep of the dynamic geometry.
“Hillier developed a design intended to enhance the composition and texture of the landscape’s aesthetic, while
also creating a more fertile environment for industry and personal interaction alike through the maximization of
civic, public and social spaces.
“The result is a structure that complements the landscape, provides stellar facilities which meet a variety of
needs, and is itself a work of art.”
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BITS AND PIECES
$133 million total cost
15.9 acres
850 parking spaces
9 loading docks, 2 with drive-on access to the exhibit hall floor
50,000 sf exhibit hall
20,000 sf grand ballroom
20,000 sf meeting rooms (includes the junior ballroom)
275,000 Gross Square feet main building
330,000 Gross Square Feet parking garage
2,600 individual construction workers over the span of the project,
working 850,000 man hours
40,000 yards of concrete poured
4000-ton steel structure
36 major steel trusses
1650 tons reinforcing steel
123 tons of copper, equivalent to about 46 million pennies
8000+ copper panels
21 air handling units
4 gas fire boilers
42 fan coil units
4 450-ton chillers
4 565-ton cooling towers
8000 amps electrical service
5 kilowatt emergency generator
4000 amps of power in exhibit hall floor boxes

•

KEY FIRSTS
First City Facility Built under Minority-Women Business Enterprise Policy
• 30% MWBE Participation
• 70+ Sub-contractors
First City Facility Built under Green Buildings Mandate
Targeting LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Certification –
Designation pending from the US Green Building Council
THAT LAS COLINAS SOIL
264 piers drilled, ranging from 80’to 110’deep
5500 cubic yards of concrete in the piers
L/360 design – vs the typical L/120 design of a building…
this allows for 3-1/8” movement vs the regular building movement of 1”
5
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FIRST FLOOR/PRE-FUNCTION AREA
The pre-function area of the first floor includes a
LOT of pre-function space – there’s almost 21,000
square feet out here. This area offers ample room for
multiple events to run concurrently without getting
in each other’s way. For larger events, there’s plenty
of room for registration tables, a book store, sponsor
promotion or just mingling, without having to eat up
“rentable” real estate on the trade show floor. This
floor also includes an Enterprise Car Rental desk,
Concessions stand and the Box Office.
Among many other “green” aspects of the building, a
key item to note on this floor is the information center
desk, made with a product called “Three-form,” a
material created from recycled plastics, including
water bottles.
Expansive in volume, yet clean and elegant in its
simplicity, this area’s varied finishes provide function
as well as design. Natural lines in the wood trim - a
pattern called “zebra wood” - anchor our exhibit hall
doors and can be seen in many areas throughout the
building. The stained concrete floor invites guests
into the center, while matte and gloss white marble
tiles aligning the 30+-foot high walls draw a natural
focus on its vertically alternating patterns. For display
purposes, these grand walls become additional real
estate for sponsor recognition, great expanses of spaces
on which logos can be projected. There’s also plenty
of room out here for “activation” of sponsorships or
show features in many other ways.

Flat screens throughout the building operate on a
very programmable and customizable “Scala” system.
Simultaneously or individually, the 64 flat screens
throughout the building can display videos, static
images, customized menus or specialty items at
concession stands.

Another feature of the first floor includes the three
primary entrances for event attendees – either
through the covered path from the parking garage to
the west, the taxi and valet drop off points on Lake
Carolyn Parkway to the south, or the bus lanes on
Las Colinas Boulevard to the east. VIPs with specific
security requirements can be routed to the back of the
building and directly into either of the green rooms
located in the back of the exhibit hall, or through the
service elevators to upper levels, away from the public
eye.

The uniquely designed water feature on the outside
plaza is made of black granite. With its edges shaped
to mimic the building’s angles, combined with dancing
reflections off the cascading water, it creates an
impressive welcome. A grove of male gingko trees
anchors the building’s southwest corner. Desiring a
hearty tree that could handle north Texas weather
conditions, the landscape team chose the gingko
because it also doesn’t attract the grackles that tend
to gather in live oaks. It was imperative that the male
gingko be selected, however. (Although the female
gingko sprouts beautiful flowers, they’re also very,
very pungent.) Scattered throughout the ginkgoes
are several limestone benches, another functional yet
beautiful feature.
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FIRST FLOOR/EXHIBIT HALL
Occupying the largest space in the building, the Exhibit Hall is also the most flexible of the spaces, truly meant
to accommodate a wide range of events. At 50,000 total square feet, it’s more than five times as large as any
other event space in Irving. Column-free and divisible into 2 spaces of approximately 25,000 square feet each,
the design allows two different events to occur simultaneously. (Or one event can be moving in, while another
moves out, or is taking place.) Both sides of the Exhibit Hall include concession stands, green rooms and rest
room facilities, as well as ample power for staging, and rigging points for hanging specialty lighting or signage,
or event-specific décor. Both sides feature “drive-on” loading docks, allowing shows with big equipment (or
specialty vehicles) to drive directly onto the show floor. Another interesting little tidbit – those concessions
stands use “pebble ice,” the technical term for what we commonly refer to around here as “Sonic® ice.”
The ceiling height is clear to about the 35-foot level, making the facility a logical choice for volleyball, basketball or
other sporting events where things need to “fly.” That ceiling height also allows for great event design flexibility
for major trade show productions. We can accommodate approximately 220 typical trade show booths in this
space, and just under 5,000 for a keynote speaker, or high school graduation.

Keeping this space column-free was an integral part of the design process. In many buildings, structural support
columns end up blocking sightlines or literally eating up valuable real estate on the event floor. From an event
organizer’s perspective, every amount of space taken up or blocked by a column means fewer booths or fewer
seats to sell.
Another item of interest is the composition of the walls in this space. Ordinarily in a “work-horse” environment
such as these, you’d see typical grey cinder block. Here you see a much more attractive product that’s not only
visually appealing, but also mirrors the pink granite curbs throughout Las Colinas.
Along the eastern wall, windows overlooking the Exhibit Hall belong to the 2nd floor lobby of the building’s
offices, where both the Convention & Visitors Bureau and SMG, the facility’s operator, are based. The center
windows are in the Show Manager’s Office, a space that is usually taken out of “sellable real estate” elsewhere
in the building – such as a meeting room – and given away. To solve this need, we’ve instead created a dedicated
space located in the quiet of our offices with a clear view of the floor below. This very special customer service
benefit is provided as a complimentary space to event organizers, thus preserving meeting rooms for event
priorities.
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Even though the Exhibit Hall is column-free, structural support most definitely was NOT an after-thought. This
building is designed not only to accommodate the shifting soils for which Las Colinas is known, but also to
accommodate three more functioning levels above it. Keeping the big spaces column-free was one priority,
maintaining environmental responsibility was another; combining the two created quite a challenge. Early in
the design process, the steel trusses necessary to support the building’s weight measured well over 200 feet in
length. The problem with that was two-fold. One, there were no steel mills in the US that could manufacture
anything over 180 feet in length, so the trusses would need to be rolled offshore and literally shipped on a slow
boat from either China, Russia or somewhere in Europe. That shipping process would be both expensive and
pose a potential delivery date risk. (Not to mention, shipping steel across an ocean isn’t very “green.”) The
structural engineers were then charged with re-designing the building so that no trusses measured more than
180 feet in length.
Maintaining the second criteria proved equally challenging. Because the domestic steel mills only roll the longer
lengths at certain times of year, architectural drawings for the steel part of the structure had to be fast-tracked
and materials ordered ahead of the typical sequence, in order to meet a tight mill rolling schedule. The majority
of the steel beams actually shipped from as close as Oklahoma and North Texas, much of it coming from recycled
automobiles.
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FIRST FLOOR/LOADING DOCKS
Of the nine loading docks, two allow you to drive
directly onto the Exhibit Hall floor. The security offices
are back here, with access to a total of 160 cameras
continually monitoring activity throughout the building
and grounds, creating excellent security coverage. All
deliveries to the building arrive in the dock area. Builtin refrigerated storage units allow the preservation of
food deliveries until they‘re moved to the kitchen on
the 4th level.
ELEVATORS/ESCALATORS
It sounds odd when we say, “you’ll find these at exactly
the same place at every level,” until you think about
most convention center experiences, where sprawling
hallways lead you on a long walk. Since most buildings
are VERY horizontal, where you start and where you
need to end can often turn into quite a trek. So when
the decision was made to create a vertical design,
not only did we generate great efficiencies in land
use, we also fashioned many conveniences for our
building’s guests. At every single level of the building,
the elevator and escalator put you literally within
footsteps of where you need to be next.

EXTERIOR STAIRCASE
A key feature of this building is the dramatic “monument” staircase that guides visitors from the entry plaza
ultimately up to the 3rd level of the building, subtly following the building’s rotation. With distinctively wide
steps, walking up this staircase is not intended to be rushed, although it would make for a very healthy workout if
you wanted. The staircase provides drama, but it also provides a casual grace, a place that makes it easy to stop
for a while, enjoy a cup of coffee or the view, have a non-virtual conversation, or make a phone call.
CAFÉ LEVEL/MEZZANINE LEVEL
The Café Level, or mezzanine, creates a more casual gathering space. This versatile space serves as a “grab and
go” coffee and sandwich-type shop, or it may be used for private events with customized menus. With many
areas to gather here, whether inside the cafe, on the exterior walkways, around the corner under the overhangs
or on an open air patio, the fresh air views of the Las Colinas skyline, especially at night, are quite spectacular.
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THIRD LEVEL/MEETING ROOMS/CONFERENCE CENTER LEVEL
Utilizing focus groups from current and prospective clients of the Irving Convention Center, the project team
determined important key features necessary to assure the clients’ success, and ultimately that of the building
itself. This level provides the best evidence of these conversations, with its 20 breakout rooms, 8 of which
combine to create a junior ballroom space of approximately 7,000 square feet. (At this size, the junior ballroom
is a little smaller than the ballrooms at the Four Seasons and DFW Airport Marriott.)
Twenty breakout rooms becomes a “magic” number for many of our end users. Since convention centers serve as
the largest delivery source for adult continuing education, we knew the more classrooms provided, the better.
This level also includes the business center, which houses our internal audiovisual provider, Freeman. Once
again, a significant pre-function area offers room for registration tables, socializing between sessions or buffet
arrangements. The floor’s layout, with pods of breakout rooms and ample pre-function space for each, allows
multiple groups to occupy the floor at the same time, while creating spaces that won’t have those groups literally
or figuratively on top of each other - or wondering whose breakfast buffet is whose.
A number of easily moved furniture pieces are scattered around this floor - the curves of the legs of the very
lightweight pieces are rounded, making them easily moved as impromptu groups may gather.

In the junior ballroom, note the fabric wrapped wall panels here, and those that make up the room’s “operable
partition walls” – movable walls that sub-divide the junior ballroom in up to eight smaller rooms. This fabric has
a subtle pattern representative of the building’s many unique angles.
The patterns of the carpet in the independent breakout rooms mimic the building’s angles. White boards run
the length of one wall in each of these rooms, serving the dual purposes of both whiteboard and screen.
A very special feature of this floor is the access to the exterior walkway and covered patio space, which can host
small groups for receptions, coffee breaks, and more, and which is the end point (or starting point, if you prefer)
of the monument staircase. Ledges out here are the ideal height to put down your coffee or laptop while you
enjoy the view.
Now that the building is completed, one of the key priorities is independent space verification, which is somewhat
akin to the “Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval” in our industry. The sizes and configurations of all of our
event spaces are in the process of being independently verified, so that meeting planners can trust that when
we say a space is 25,000 square feet and column-free, there will be no surprises!
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FOURTH LEVEL/GRAND BALLROOM
As you come up to the fourth floor, and the top level of the building, you literally see and feel the unique
structure and design of this building come together. A massive pre-function space envelops two sides of the
ballroom and is designed for both multiple users and multiple activities, such as event registration, a reception
and silent auction, all at the same time. With a handful of lightweight seating scattered around this area, guests
are free to group pieces for the impromptu conversations that will occur. Intentionally minimalist in its décor,
the pre-function space brings attention to the exterior strucutre and panoramic views of the Metroplex. Looking
outside through the perforations in the copper panels, you see the sheer mass of the steel truss structure with
an overlook of the Las Colinas skyline. Here you get a glimpse of the vision that was Ben Carpenter’s when he
first looked at the landscape that was his family getaway, “El Ranchito de Las Colinas,” the little ranch of the hills.
The frames of the widnows are a perfect height to set down your drink or papers and enjoy the view.
This floor is home to the Grand Ballroom, which is 20,000 square feet, all column-free. At 20,000 square feet,
that’s twice as large as the other big ballrooms in Irving today – including ballrooms at the Omni Mandalay,
Marriott Las Colinas, Sheraton Grand and Westin DFW. The space is divisible in all sorts of ways, making it both
flexible and functional, depending on a group’s needs. When you’re inside the ballroom, be sure to look up at
the amazing detail of the ceiling. This intricate lighting system and its design, again reflecting the shape of the
building, are all custom elements.

The building’s main kitchen is on this floor as well. Even though many facilities place their kitchens on the
ground floor level near the loading dock in order to accept food deliveries, the grand ballroom is where all of
the building’s most formal events – and thus high end, high revenue functions – are served. The most important
factor in determining where to place the kitchen was that it be nearest the rooms it would need to serve with the
greatest volume and the greatest attention to detail. Thus it’s here on the ballroom level. Staging areas buffer
the kitchen and ballroom, creating ease and speed when servicing ballroom guests.
In the ballroom, the zebra wood pattern repeats, setting the tone for the entrances. Programmable flat screens
are featured throughout this area as well. The wall covering outside the ballroom on this floor is pretty special
– yet another subtle element that mimics the building’s angles.
Outside the ballroom, a built-in coat check room also can easily be converted to serve as an event registration
desk, or even a bookstore, storage area, office or luggage room, depending on a client’s particular needs.
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GREEN THINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel structure designed so it could be sourced domestically
“Grey” water – that which isn’t needed for any human consumption – comes from Lake
Carolyn, saving 18.9 million gallons of water a year. (That’s also why the water in the toilets
sometimes looks cloudy.)
The ozone filtering system used for that water reduces water costs to about 1/3 the cost of
regular domestic water.
86% of the construction waste was diverted/recycled – wood, metal, concrete, sheet rock,
cardboard and paper trash. Dirt was moved from this site to fill in a portion of the lakefront
of Lake Carolyn across from Williams Square.
By wrapping the garage around the building and covering the loading docks, the docks are
shaded and sheltered. Considering the length and “predictability” of a Texas summer, this
provides for greater cooling efficiencies on load-in and load-out days.
90% of the light fixtures are dimmable and programmable
100% of our energy needs are now coming from renewable sources.
Green events that have booked thus far include: Home Builders Association Green Summit;
Texas Solid Waste Association of North America, the North Texas Corporate Recycling Awards
and the US Green Building Council North Texas Chapter.

5-SIDED BUILDING
The demanding architectural standards that have defined Las Colinas required us to think about this building as
being 5-sided from an aesthetic standpoint– with a very visible back door and a rooftop that would be in plain
view from the many high-rise Class A Commercial Office buildings that surround us. Not to mention the planes
flying overhead in flight paths for both DFW Airport and Love Field…and the trains that will be coming by on the
DART Orange Line.
There is a clean roof, where the mechanical equipment typically visible on rooftops has been tucked away. The
roof consists of 110,000 square feet of “bituminous membrane.”
The parking garage wraps around the back of the building, shielding the loading dock and back-of-house areas
from view and providing shade and shelter for the docks.
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RESTAURANT PARTNERSHIPS
The Irving Convention Center has partnered with a number of Irving restaurants
to showcase specialty items that are then promoted on the Irving Convention
Center’s menus. This allows event attendees to experience a “taste of Irving,”
whetting their appetites to try more tastes of Irving during their off time.
Participating restaurants thus far include Cool River Cafe, The Ranch at Las
Colinas, and i Fratelli’s.

KEY PARTNERSHIPS/SPONSORSHIPS TO DATE
Sponsorship commitments to date are projected to deliver a total $250,000- $300,000 to the bottom line over
the 3-5 year terms of the various agreements.
• Preferred Audio-Visual Provider - Freeman
• Pouring Rights - Coca-Cola exclusive, with Dr Pepper product availability.
• Office Equipment – NovaCopy – “Official Document Solutions Specialist”
• Energy Services - TXU
• Distributed Antenna System (DAS) - American Tower
• Rental Car – Enterprise – On-site in the first floor lobby area
• Wine, Beer and Spirits – TABC requirements dictate the terms of these partnerships; our non-exclusive
partners include:
• Wine – Constellation Brands, which include: Mondavi, Clos Du Bois, Blackstone, Ravenswood and
many others.
• Spirits – Republic National Distributing and Brown-Forman, which include: Jack Daniels, Herradura,
Grey Goose, Woodford Reserve, and many others.
• Beer – Andrews Distributing, whose brands include: Coors, Miller, Boulevard, Corona, Dos Equis,
Guinness, Kaliber, Sam Adams, Shiner, and many others.
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Frequently Asked Questions
DO I HAVE TO PAY FOR PARKING IF I AM COMING OVER TO MEET WITH THE ICVB OR ICC STAFF IN THEIR
OFFICES, OR TO PICK UP VISITOR INFORMATION?
Complimentary short-term parking is available at the building’s front entrance, facing Lake Carolyn Parkway.
Depending on the date and time of your visit, if there are no other events happening in the building, the parking
garage will be open and there will be no parking charge. (If there is a simultaneous event occurring for which
there is a parking charge, ICVB/ICC staff will validate your parking ticket. If the garage is staffed by parking
attendants, simply let them know you are coming to a meeting with the ICVB/ICC staffs.)
WILL THE CONVENTION CENTER BE GETTING MORE SIGNAGE?
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) will be providing highway directional signage as work is
completed on Highway 114 and Spur 348. Additionally, the Las Colinas Association and the City of Irving have
recently approved new digital elements for the monument signs on 114 and at the building’s entrance; these
will be installed this fall.
HOW CAN MY BUSINESS DO BUSINESS WITH THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER?
• If you are a vendor wishing to do business directly with the Irving Convention Center, please email your
information to info@irvingtexas.com, and we will forward the information to the appropriate department.
•

If you are a supplier to the industry, and would like to have your business included in our vendor referrals,
please forward your information to our Customer Services Manager, Bob Berry, bberry@irvingtexas.com,
who will add your information to our listings of service providers. This is a complimentary service provided
by the Convention and Visitors Bureau, and no membership dues are required.

•

If you are interested in an ongoing presence within the facility through an exclusive category of sponsorship,
the Irving Convention Center offers a number of sponsorship opportunities; our General Manager, Tom
Meehan, would be happy to discuss these with you. Reach him at tmeehan@irvingconventioncenter.com

•

If you are interested in exhibiting at a particular event in the convention center, each event manages its own
exhibitor sales and we will refer you to that particular event organizer. Please email info@irvingtexas.com.

WHO ARE SOME OF THE VENDORS ALREADY DOING BUSINESS WITH THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER?
• Verizon, with Avaya phones – Operating network, wireless access points
• Time Warner – Cable tv, internet and 98% of the wireless phone service for the building
• AT&T - 14 Analog lines for emergency phone systems
• TowerStream – Office internet services
• American Tower - Distributed antenna system
• TXU - Energy services
• Freeman – In-House/Preferred Audio-Visual Company (non-exclusive); operating out of the Business Center
• Elite Building Services (EBS Solutions) – Facility, Event and Office Cleaning Services (Exclusive)
• Jack Boles Parking – Parking and Valet Services (Exclusive)
• Stadium People – Supplemental Event Staffing (Exclusive)
HOW CAN I FIND OUT ABOUT JOB OPPORTUNITIES AT THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER?
Positions are posted on the Irving Convention Center website at:
• http://www.irvingconventioncenter.com/contact-us/employment_opportunities
• Resumes may be submitted at any time via email to hr@irvingconventioncenter.com.
Please note that Irving Convention Center employees are employees of SMG, not City of Irving employees.
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Frequently Asked Questions
I AM A RESIDENT OF IRVING. CAN I COME THROUGH THE BUILDING ANY TIME I WANT?
The business offices for the Irving Convention and Visitors Bureau and the Irving Convention Center are always
accessible during business hours, Monday-Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The events and activities that take place here “belong” to the respective event owners and organizers, thus
certain areas of the building are not always open to the public. Much like events that occur in hotels or event
facilities such as Market Hall, those event owners and organizers are “renting” the building, and the Convention
Center is responsible for delivering the specific services and amenities that event requires, whether it is a
banquet, a series of meetings, or a 3-day consumer event such as Zestfest. Certain events may elect to charge
for admission or parking, others may not. How each event chooses to establish its pricing will depend on that
particular event’s business priorities. Many of the events that occur here are strictly private events and thus not
publicized.
I AM A RESIDENT OF IRVING. DO I GET FREE PARKING FOR EVENTS AT THE CONVENTION CENTER?
The events and activities that take place here “belong” to the respective event owners and organizers. Certain
events may elect to charge for parking, others may not. Some events may allow “in and out” privileges, others
may not. How each event chooses to establish its pricing will depend on that particular event’s business priorities.
If the event’s business arrangement does not include free parking, then all attendees must pay for parking.
HOW IS EVENT PRICING DETERMINED?
For rental and catering costs for the convention center itself, pricing surveys are done regularly with competing
similar area facilities for rental rates, catering, parking and other services. Unless another event is moving in or
occurring in the building, the building is staffed at a minimum, primarily for office operations only. Every event
in the building incurs incremental labor and operating costs, and is priced accordingly.
For those events that are ticketed or open to the public, it is up to the event organizer to determine admissions
pricing, fees for booth spaces, etc. The terms of each event agreement also define what the cost of parking will
be.
WHO BENEFITS FROM THE REVENUE FROM THE PARKING GARAGE AND EVENTS AT THE BUILDING?
The City of Irving ultimatele benefits, as revenues generated by the building go directly to the building’s bottom
line to offset operating expenses.
ARE THERE REGULARLY SCHEDULED PUBLIC TOURS?
Due to the requirements of the events that book the convention center, regularly scheduled public tours are not
available.
HOW CAN I FIND OUT WHAT EVENTS ARE GOING ON?
Events open to the public are posted on the Irving Convention Center website on a rolling 90-day cycle, www.
irvingconventioncenter.com/contact-us/events_calendar. Please note that not all events held in the facility are
open to the public; therefore, many are not publicized. Individual event organizers are responsible for their own
advertising, sales, marketing and public relations efforts. While the Convention and Visitors Bureau offers its
supplemental services to each, not all will elect to utilize those.
IF I COME TO AN EVENT AT THE CONVENTION CENTER AND WOULD LIKE TO PROVIDE FEEDBACK TO THE
EVENT‘S ORGANIZERS OR FACILITY MANAGEMENT, HOW CAN I DO THAT?
Please forward any input via email to info@irvingtexas.com and it will be directed to the individual event
organizers or facility management.
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Frequently Asked Questions
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR BOOKING EVENTS AT THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER?
The Irving Convention & Visitors Bureau and the Irving Convention Center staffs work in tandem to book events
and activities in the facility. The ICVB staff focuses primarily on groups looking more than 12 months in advance,
and requiring hotel room accommodations, while the ICC staff focuses on events within 12 months, cateringonly events, and events that may not require contracted sleeping rooms. The ICVB staff also focuses on hotelonly event bookings.
HOW DO YOU DETERMINE WHAT TYPES OF EVENTS TO PURSUE?
The facility’s goal is to enhance the City of Irving’s economy by attracting a mix of events that will create enhanced
visibilty and awareness of Irving, as well as new and incremental visitor spending in the community. Targeted
events include trade shows, conventions, meetings, public expositions, business activities, social, sporting and
community events. An individual business prospect is evaluated by a range of variables which include but may
not be limited to: room-nights generated; lead time of booking; peak demand time; arrival/departure pattern;
length of stay; projected direct and indirect revenue; degree of industry influence; and potential for repeat/
referral business.
ARE THERE ANY EVENTS THAT CANNOT BE BOOKED AT THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER?
Any group that meets the Booking Policy’s requirements, executes a completed Facility Use License Agreement,
provides the appropriate financial deposits and meets the insurance requirements may book the facility.
Certain events that may be determined as “high risk” are subject to special procedures in both the booking and
management of the event.
HOW FAR IN ADVANCE CAN I BOOK AN EVENT?
Funded by hotel occupancy tax and therefore designed to drive additional hotel occupancy (which will then also
drive additional retail, entertainment and restaurant spending in Irving), first priority bookings (those which
may book more than 12 months in advance) are reserved for those events that will generate a contracted 1200
total room nights, or a minimum of 400 room nights on peak.
CAN THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER BE BOOKED FOR WEDDINGS OR QUINCEAÑERAS?
Absolutely! We have catering packages specially developed for these events, or we can customize all details of
any event to the particular desires of the participants. We can also accommodate any specialty catering needs,
such as those for specialty ethnic events.
HOW CAN I BOOK AN EVENT AT THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER?
You may send an initial inquiry to info@irvingtexas.com, or call us at 972-252-7476. There’s also an easy-to-fillout form on our website at www.irvingconventioncenter.com/contact-us/. There’s also a “Request Info” link on
our Facebook page, www.facebook.com/IrvingConventionCenter.
HOW DOES THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER’S PRICING COMPARE TO OTHER FACILITIES?
Our pricing is very comparable to other area convention center and special event facilities, and is intentionally
structured not to compete with Irving hotels. Competitive set pricing surveys are conducted frequently.
WHO DOES THE CATERING AT THE IRVING CONVENTION CENTER?
SAVOR...Las Colinas is the exclusive caterer for events at the Irving Convention Center and is a division of SMG.
For events with specialty ethnic catering requirements, please contact Kevin Smith, Food and Beverage Director,
at ksmith@irvingconventioncenter.com
HOW ARE THE SALES OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES HANDLED?
As the exclusive caterer for events at the Irving Convention Center, SAVOR...Las Colinas provides trained staff
according to the requirements of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission (TABC).
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Frequently Asked Questions
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE EVENTS THAT HAVE BEEN BOOKED?
Zestfest, a spicy foods festival, was the opening weekend event, and attracted more than 9,000 attendees in 2011;
they’ve rebooked for January 27-29, 2012. Gymnastics, Judo and the Super Bowl’s Volunteer Appreciation Party
have all been here.
Among the industry events booked: Meeting Professionals International DFW Supplier Showcase, Society of
Government Meeting Planners, Dallas/Fort Worth Business Travel Association, Dallas/Fort Worth Association
Executives, Independent Meeting Planners, Hotel Association of North Texas, International Special Events Society,
Dallas/Fort Worth Area Tourism Council, International Association of Events and Exhibitions and the Exhibition
Services & Contractors Association. In 2012, we will also host the Texas Society of Association Executives.
Among the more “traditional” organizations booking the building are: Case Management Society, Food and Drug
Administration, Women’s Business Council, National Association for College Admission Counseling, Southern
Baptists of Texas, American Business Women’s Association, Texas Board of Law Examiners, National Association
of Women MBA’s, Texas Solid Waste Association of North America, Health Industry Council, DFW Hospital Council
and Delta Kappa Gamma.
Corporate users have included: Microsoft, K Hovnanian Homes, AmeriTeach/Sharepoint Fest, Cousins Properties,
Prospera Events/InnoTech, Las Colinas Medical Center, Carter Bloodcare, Spirit Airlines, Moroch Partners,
Transwestern, Neiman Marcus, Proctor & Gamble, Parkland Hospital, Regus, Coldwell Banker, Accenture, Texas
Stroke Institute, Farmers Insurance, Terremark, AdvoCare International, Dallas Business Journal, KESN Assets/
ESPN, Omni Hotels & Resorts, Celanese, AccentCare, GameStop and Bank of Texas.
Other consumer events on the books include: ComicCon; Women’s Business Expo; Dallas International Arts,
Antiques & Jewelry Show; Karel Furniture Exposition; North Texas Gun Club; Star Wars Fan Days; Log and Timber
Home Show; Wood Working Show; Las Colinas Bridal Show; and Texas Home and Garden Show. Many have
already held their first events with us and are in the process of re-booking.
And many of our business partners are doing business with us. Austin Industries, Dynaten, Schindler Elevators
and The Fulcrum Group - all were part of the construction process, and all have had events here. Constellation
Wines, Enterprise Leasing/EAN Holdings, and Andrews Distributing have all hosted events here. Republic National
Distributing was a key player in opening the door to bring Savor Dallas 2012 here.
A number of civic and community-oriented events have also been booked: the State of the City opened the
building for the community, and was followed shortly after by the City’s Boards and Commissions Banquet.
Texasfest is back in Irving, Breakfast with the Stars and Irving Cares’ Great Harvest have all seen great success
here, and the Irving Salvation Army will bring its Super Lunch here in December. Each of Irving’s high schools
has booked it for proms, homecoming or other events. DeVry University and Winfree Academy have each held
graduations here. The University of Dallas held its Spring Formal here, and is bringing its Ministry Conference here
in 2012. Both the Irving Police and Fire departments have booked their annual banquets here. The Las Colinas
Women’s Association held one of their monthly luncheons here. The Las Colinas Association will hold a board
retreat here. The North Texas Commission recently held its 40th Anniversary event here. The Greater Irving-Las
Colinas Chamber has booked not only the State of the City, but also the North Texas Small Business Summit and
their Annual Meeting. The Irving Hispanic Chamber is holding its annual gala here. The World Affairs Council
of Dallas/Fort Worth hosted a program here, and the Dallas Regional Chamber will hold its State of Technology
Luncheon and Expo here in December.
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